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10” Diameter Model
Nominal Capacity 800 MTPD
Advantages:...........

The Anderson Solvex-Series-ExpandersTM are designed to operate in conjunction
with oilseed preparatory systems ahead of solvent extraction.
The Expanders cook the proteins and starches, shears the oil cells, and expands
the oil bearing material producing a strong, porous collet.
• Versatility - The SolvexTM Expander will process low oil bearing seeds and pre
press cakes from high oil bearing seeds.
• Low operating costs - the SolvexTM Expander takes advantage of the highly
efficient conversion of electrical energy to mechanical work.
• Low maintenance costs - Anderson’s 40 years of Expander design and
metallurgy experience assures months of wear life on worm flights and liners.
This provides for long term continuous operation.

Applications:............. • Expander preparation of low oil content seeds and prepress-cakes ahead of
solvent extraction.
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Anderson VOX-810 Solvex-Series-ExpanderTM
Product.................... Low oil content seeds and prepress cakes.
Operation............... The Anderson SolvexTM Expander accepts flaked oilseeds, or pre-press cakes, through
continuous feed and mechanically works with the oilseeds within its barrel. The design of
shaft and barrel in conjuntion with steam injection provide the necessary shear,
temperature and moisture to increase the availability of free oil and restructure the
material into strong porous collets. Due to the high shaft speed and discontinuous
worm design, the material is quickly brought to process temperature conditions. The
total residence time within the barrel is less than twenty seconds with the material at
maximum temperature for only a few seconds.
Specifications......... The Anderson SolvexTM Expander is normally driven by a standard foot-mounted motor
through a V-Belt drive.
The VOX-810 model Solvex-Series-ExpanderTM will accept up to 150 HP. Size of motor
required will be specified upon determination of specific application(s).
The V-Belt drive assembly consists of sheaves, bushings and belts required to produce
proper main shaft RPM for the applications(s).
Oilseed material contact parts are constructed of wear resistant treated alloy steels.
Special treatments are available for highly abrasive materials.
The barrel is equipped with hardened liners to protect the barrel from excessive wear
near the die plate.
Several Anderson designed injection valves are included, providing a controllable
means of steam injection with repeatable results.
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